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Sumitomo Trust’s net income improved for two consecutive years and its consolidated

ROE increased from 5.1% to 6.2% on a year-over-year basis. While credit costs of fis-

cal year 2000 declined only slightly from the previous year, the Bank’s credit costs

have steadily decreased to one-fourth of their 600 billion yen peak in fiscal year 1995,

due to the proactive and continuous workout of non-performing loans since the mid-

1990s. At Sumitomo Trust, we are in the final stage of settling the non-performing loan

problem.

Japanese financial business environments are now experiencing rapid transformations,

and the Bank strategically executes business developments in order to enable trust

business to thrive and flourish. As an optimum management approach, Sumitomo

Trust maintained independence with management autonomy to implement our busi-

ness strategy, while effectively promoting cooperation with Sumitomo Group financial

institutions, and at the same time pursuing opportunities to expand its business hori-

zon in alliance with non-Sumitomo financial institutions.

The Japanese economy in fiscal year 2000 cruised in the recovery stream during the

first half, but then experienced a slowdown due to weak consumer spending, affected

by stagnant growth of the individual income, slow recovery in small and mid-sized com-

panies, and declining stock prices. Deceleration in the U.S. economy further hindered

the Japanese economy from escaping out of a state of slow growth and deflationary

effects. This trend crept into the first half of fiscal year 2001 and the Japanese economy

exhibited no clear sign of immediate recovery. 

Coupled with economic weakness, the proliferation of globalization and information

technology brought about significant changes to Japanese economic and political  sys-

tems, such as reshuffling of industries and wide-ranging deregulations. In the banking

sector, where large scale consolidations were under way, the Big Four financial groups:

Mizuho, Sumitomo-Mitsui, Mitsubishi-Tokyo, and UFJ finally made their debut in the mar-

ket. Sumitomo Trust on the other hand maintained its independence by choosing not to

participate in any group. Such a decision was the natural consequence of our commit-

ment to pursue the Bank’s business strategy to further develop trust business. We con-

sider management autonomy essential to implementing this strategy in a quick and

effective manner.

In the market, financing is gaining more liquidity and marketability through modern tech-

niques such as securitization, while institutional investors have become more and more

selective with the quality of service providers in asset management and custody services.
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I believe our strategy is in line with such market movements that enable us to further

expand our business opportunities. 

Our consolidated net income for fiscal year 2000 soared 27% to 41.0 billion yen, on a

year-over-year basis, and net income per common share (after deduction of dividends for

preferred stocks) were 27.54 yen, representing an ROE of 6.2%. The Bank is ranked in

the top-tier bracket among the major Japanese banks in terms of both EPS and ROE.

The Bank’s shareholders’ equity rose 3.6% to 762 billion yen, while consolidated retained

earnings rose 17% to 225 billion yen.  The BIS capital adequacy ratio was 11.41% with a

Tier 1 ratio of 6.80%. Along with the positive net unrealized gains of investment securities

as well as the consistently decreasing non-performing loan balance, these figures show

that the financial position of Sumitomo Trust remains relatively strong among Japanese

major banks. A preferred stock amount of 100 billion yen is owned by the governmental

body, which represents the lowest figure among major Japanese banks, (with the excep-

tion of the Mitsubishi-Tokyo Financial Group, which has refinanced its preferred stock),

and the Bank is in the most probable position to repay it.

The net unrealized gains of listed and unlisted securities held by the Bank significantly

decreased from the previous year, due to the decline in the Japanese stock market.

Despite that, the Bank possessed an unrealized gain of 73 billion yen (64.8 billion yen for

the consolidated banking account and 8.5 billion yen for the trust account). The Bank is

steadily eliminating cross-holding stocks, with 140 billion yen (at book value) of stocks

sold out in fiscal year 2000. 

Trust business decreased by a gross profit amount of 1.3 billion yen (2%) and by a net

profit amount of 1.6 billion yen (5%), from the previous year. Our asset management serv-

ices and trust and custody services declined due to the payment of a 5.1 billion yen re-

trusting fee (outsourcing fee), paid to the newly established affiliate, Japan Trustee

Services Bank, Ltd.(JTSB), and the elimination of a 2.1 billion yen transaction agency fee,

which we had received from securities houses in fiscal year 1999. On the other hand, real

estate services showed a constant growth in profit, due to the resurrection of  market

activities. In addition, stock transfer agency services also showed a steady growth in profit

with an increase in the numbers of companies and shareholders under management.

Highlights of Financial Results

Gross / Net Business Profit by Category (on Non-consolidated
and Managerial  Accounting Basis)
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FY 2000 (a) FY 1999 (b) Change (a)-(b)

Trust Business
Pension Asset Management
Retail Investment Management
Trust & Custody Services
Stock Transfer Agency
Real Estate Services

Domestic Commercial Banking
Overseas Commercial Banking
Treasury Operations
Total (Adjusted Gross/Net Business Profit)

Net
profit

Gross
profit

Net
profit

Gross
profit

Net
profit

Gross
profit

Billions of Yen

30.3
16.9

2.5
6.4
5.1

86.9
5.4

21.5
144.1

71.5
34.9

2.1
8.0

12.4
14.0

159.5
10.6
28.3

270.0

72.8
39.5

0.8
9.3

10.6
12.5

152.7
8.4

41.7
275.8

31.9
22.0

4.0
4.3
3.3

75.0
3.0

34.8
144.7

1.3

1.8
1.5
6.8
2.2

1.0

2.1
1.8

11.9
2.4

(0.5) (1.5)

(1.3)
(4.6)

(1.3)

(13.4)
(5.7)

(1.6)
(5.1)

(1.5)

(13.3)
(0.5)

Breakdown of Adjusted Gross/Net Business Profit (Non-consolidated)

Total credit costs for fiscal year 2000 equaled 146.8 billion yen, a slight decrease by 3.2

billion yen from the previous year’s 150.0 billion yen. Included herein are 125.7 billion yen

of write-offs and specific reserves for non-performing loans (including loans in bankruptcy

& practically bankruptcy, and doubtful loans), and 21.1 billion yen of net transfer to the

general reserve for special mention loans (“Yo-Chui-Saiken,” including substandard loans

“Yo-Kanri-Saiken”). 

The increase in the general reserve was responding to the lingering economic slump. We

increased the general reserve for the unsecured portion of substandard loans from 15%

to 25%. Furthermore, we allocated a 25% general reserve to the unsecured portion of

loans to certain other deteriorated debtors. As a result, regarding the special mention

Credit Costs (on a Non-consolidated Basis)
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Treasury operations, negatively affected by the historic low interest rates of the Yen and

inverted yield curves of the U.S. Dollar and Euro, still maintained a net profit of 21.5 billion

yen, which, however, decreased by 13.3 billion yen from the previous year.

Domestic commercial banking increased its net profit by 11.9 billion yen mainly due to the

decrease in general and administrative expenses, while the average loan-deposit spread

for the three major accounts (bank deposits, loan trusts, and jointly-operated money

trusts) was 1.29%, unchanged from the previous year’s level. 

On a consolidated basis, global custody services, conducted by local custody sub-

sidiaries in New York and Luxembourg, contributed to the net business profit of trust and

custody services by approximately 5 billion yen.
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Mar. 2001 Mar.2000

Bankrupt/Practically bankrupt
Doubtful
Substandard
Total
* Reserve Ratio of Unsecured Portion

Coverage ratioNon-consolidated Coverage ratioNon-consolidated

Billions of Yen, except for percentages

¥  85.4
412.0

35.4
¥532.8

100%
95%
70%

94%(81%*)

¥  96.2
593.4

80.4
¥770.0

100%
90%
84%

91%(79%*)

Coverage for Classified Assets under Financial Reconstruction Law Banking and Trust Accounts (After Partial Direct Write-Off)

Compared to Japanese city banks, the Bank has been reducing its credit costs at a

more consistent pace. The Bank posted credit costs of ¥600 billion for fiscal year

1995, when workouts of non-performing loans to non-bank and real estate industries,

housing-loan companies in particular, were made on a large scale. Presently, credit

costs have decreased to one-fourth of the peak level reached in fiscal year 1995,

except for a temporary increase in fiscal year 1998. 

City Banks

Sumitomo Trust

Tr

HHousing Loanng 

CCompany Problem Infusion of Public Funds

Financial Reconstruction LawFi i l R t ti L
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Credit Costs Trend Comparison

loans including substandard loans, the general reserve ratio for the total loan balance

increased from 4.1% to 6.7%, consisting of 15.1% for substandard loans and 6.3% for

other special mention loans.

The balance of classified assets based on the Financial Reconstruction Law (including loans

in bankruptcy & practically bankruptcy, doubtful loans, and substandard loans) declined by

237.2 billion yen from the previous year to 532.8 billion yen on March 31, 2001, and the

ratio of the classified assets to the Bank’s total loan balance dropped from 6.9% to 4.8%.

The coverage ratio of collateral and reserves to classified assets increased from 91% to

94%, and the reserve ratio for the unsecured portion of them improved from 79% to 81%. 
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Our credit exposure to the construction industry and retail industry, currently the subject of

much attention, is relatively small, and exposure to the middle market, which could be

adversely affected by the lingering economic slump, is also small. Furthermore, the

reserve ratio was raised in fiscal year 2000 in response to a sluggish economy. In consid-

eration of these factors, we expect that our credit costs will keep declining. Although the

current economic environment requires some time to overcome it, I believe that the Bank

is in the final stage of resolving distressed debt problems.

The Bank’s core competence prides itself on expertise and advanced quality services in

the trust business of which the Bank has had a strong market presence for many years.

As the importance of fee income is especially emphasized in today’s competitive financial

industry, Sumitomo Trust is recognized for its high ratio of fee income generated by the

trust business, which currently accounts for 27% of total gross business profit (after re-

trusting fees paid to JTSB), while total fee income ratios of the Big Four financial groups

range from 10% to 18%. 

The Bank’s business strategy is constructed on its firm customer base developed through

its banking business, and we aim to further expand the franchise of our competent trust

business to increase its fee income without increasing the balance sheet size. This strate-

gy is designed to improve the capital efficiency and the ROE. The prospect for trust busi-

ness is very promising, as it is associated with expanding investment markets in Japan. I

am confident that we possess great possibilities for growth by maintaining trust business

as our core competence. 

Concerning asset management services, the Bank aims to be a strategic partner of pen-

sion funds by providing them with optimum solution portfolios through investment coun-

seling tailored to individual pension funds. Recently, our continuous efforts to reinforce the

investment process resulted in significant improvements in performance, as well as

remarkable ratings comparable to foreign asset managers granted by domestic and over-

seas investment consultants. The Bank’s high quality in asset management services

enables us to accurately respond to the needs of pension funds, which are rapidly

becoming ever more sophisticated. 

Concerning trust and custody services, JTSB, a joint venture with Daiwa Bank specializ-

ing in trust and custody services, was launched in October 2000 and commenced full

Business Strategy in Full Utilization of Competence

Overview of Trust Business
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operations in June 2001 with 70 trillion yen in trust assets.  The Bank’s trust and custody

services will continue to provide advanced services, such as master trust services, with

JTSB constituting its nucleus. The strategy of JTSB is to pursue economies of scale,

which allows it to average out IT costs required to improve its service quality and price

competitiveness. Such quality and competitiveness will enable us to further increase cus-

todial assets.

The key to higher profitability for stock transfer agency services is service improvements

and cost reductions in clerical work through automation. After introducing the new sys-

tem, we successfully reduced marginal cost, which resulted in considerably higher profit

ratios. In response to the recently increasing corporate interest in investors relations, the

Bank is providing one of the most advanced IR support services. 

The Bank has consistently been the market leader in services for real estate securitization,

which vigorously surged in 1999. The Bank’s outstanding balance of assets under man-

agement in real estate management trust, which is the major vehicle for real estate securi-

tization, was over 1 trillion yen in March 2001, representing a 30% share of the market.

While providing originators with high quality real estate management trust services, we

see growing investors’ interest in securitized real estate. To take advantage of this growing

interest, we are developing our asset management capability in order to make it one of

the most favorable alternative investment products for sophisticated investors.

.

The customer base developed by our corporate lending business is critical for cross-

sales of the trust business. Our affluent individual depositor base is increasing its impor-

tance as a driver for promoting our retail investment management services. In addition, we

are aggressive in challenging the new waves of banking business.

In fiscal year 2000, we formed a Structured Finance Dept. to expand our corporate

finance services in the area of securitization and other structured finance business areas.

We also organized the Global Credit Investment Group to better capture credit investment

opportunities both in Japan and overseas. These are both future-oriented new business

areas, which fit current trends in customers' needs for financial instruments and the

growth of secondary markets. Our buy-side expertise in securities investments will cer-

tainly help us to succeed in these areas.

In April 2001, we started a 40:60 joint venture, “BUSINEXT CORPORATION,” in collabora-

tion with AIFUL Corporation, a major player in the consumer finance industry. The joint

New Developments in the Banking Business
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venture focuses on small business lending by integrating AIFUL’s statistical approach and

know-how of consumer finance and Sumitomo Trust’s expertise in corporate lending.

At the beginning of fiscal year 2000, we reorganized our business into five groups. The

reorganization gave each group more autonomy and responsibility towards achieving the

following objectives:

- Select the optimum strategic business model for the group.

- Maximize the risk-adjusted profitability within the risk capital allocated by corporate man-

agement.

- Establish the group’s own competitive human resource management policies, including

a remuneration structure best suited to the nature of its business.  

We believe that the reorganization and adoption of performance-oriented human resource

management will ensure profitability and move the company in line with the speed of

today’s highly competitive market.

In fiscal year 2000, we introduced the largest stock option program among Japanese

financial institutions listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange. An equivalent stock option pro-

gram for the current fiscal year was also approved by shareholders.

The recent notable moves in the Japanese banking industry involved the establishment of

the Big Four financial groups; that is to say, the formation of the large-scale universal

banks. The shift towards bigger financial institutions also constitutes a world-wide trend.

On the other hand, the focus and selection of business lines are emphasized for the cor-

porate strategy to meet more complicated customers' needs and raise profitability. The

Bank chose to be one of a few major Japanese financial institutions that have continued

to be independent. This represents nothing but our commitment to pursue the Bank's

business strategy, which could not be effectively conducted in any other way.

The Bank's business strategy is to expand the franchise of our competent trust business

and increase its fee income without increasing the balance sheet size. The conditions

required for pursuing such a strategy are: 1) critical mass for creating market dominance; 

2) cross-selling of a wide range of products; 3) economies of scale that enable invest-

ments in IT and R&D to improve product/service quality as well as to reduce operation

costs; and 4) organizational reforms aimed at improving market-oriented management

Strategic Alliances

Organizational and Human Resource Management Reform
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systems. Although the Bank has been adequately meeting these required conditions

independently, it recognizes the importance of forming an alliance to accelerate the

expansion of its trust business.

In the event that we consolidate with a universal bank, we may be able to reap certain

positive effects for the execution of our business strategy. Nevertheless, I believe such

positive effects are limited, as the further development of trust business requires a great

deal of specialty and expertise. We historically maintained cooperative relations with

Sumitomo Group financial entities; such relations are being strengthened to realize the

"focus and selection" policy of each Group entity. I believe the strengthened relations

effectively develop the required aforementioned conditions without entering into a consoli-

dation. I am rather concerned that such a consolidation may hinder the quick and effec-

tive execution of our business strategy, due to difficulties in applying bold measures to

promptly consolidate diverse organizations, as well as overcoming cultural conflicts. From

this point of view, I believe that maintaining management autonomy is currently crucial in

order to ensure quick and effective execution of the best business strategy for us. 

The Bank's alliance strategy emphasizes management autonomy, while effectively

strengthening cooperation with Sumitomo Group financial institutions; and at the same

time, it pursues opportunities to expand the business horizon for the trust business

through alliance with non-Sumitomo financial institutions. The execution of the strategy in

fiscal year 2000 has resulted in the streamlining of overlapping businesses among

Sumitomo Group financial entities (the trust banking subsidiaries of Sumitomo Bank and

Daiwa Securities Group merged with us, whereas the Bank's corporate bonds underwrit-

ing business was transferred to Daiwa SMBC), and the establishment of JTSB, a joint

venture with Daiwa Bank specializing in trust and custody services.

Ever since I was appointed President of Sumitomo Trust, I have increasingly become

attached to the conviction that shareholders, employees, and customers have highly

assessed the Bank's business strategy, as well as alliance strategy for realizing the busi-

ness strategy. I believe that it is my mission to pursue and realize this business strategy

most effectively. I would very much appreciate your understanding and support towards

maximizing the corporate value of Sumitomo Trust. Thank you very much.




